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REBUILDING ADMISSIONS
by Marie Bowen

The past several months have
been a season of transition for
the Office of Admissions.
Brad Voyles, the Dean of Students, has exercised responsibility over admissions for
the past four months. Voyles
explained that he has had two
main goals: rebuilding the admissions team and rebuilding
processes.
“I really saw it as my number
one priority to help rebuild the
staff and the leadership of admissions,” Voyles said.

In November of 2018, Voyles
created a team focused on rebuilding involving people currently working in admissions,
marketing, and institutional
research, along with previous
employees of Covenant’s admissions department. He explained that looking at data
and hearing from a variety of
experienced voices has helped
to focus their priorities as they
rebuild within the department.
A couple of the crucial steps
towards achieving this goal
were the hiring of Claire Hirte
(‘11) and Brad Tomas.

Hirte returned to Covenant
College as the Associate Director of Admissions on December 3rd, 2018. She graduated
from Covenant in 2011 and
was employed as an Admissions Counselor (AC) from
September 2013 to June 2017.

“We were really thrilled when
she was open to the idea of
coming back last fall,” President Derek Halvorson said.
“For us having watched her
work and knowing the reputation she had in the admissions
office, with college counselors
in schools, and with volunteers—just everyone spoke

very highly of Claire: of her
professionalism, of her love for
Covenant, and her ability to
communicate the distinctive
value proposition that exists
in a Covenant College education.”
During her past time in the
admissions office, Hirte recruited students domestically
and internationally, led AC
team meetings giving tips and
encouragement to her coworkers, and supervised the workstudy students. These experiences in both recruiting and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

On February 21, 2019, the
Colorado state legislature
passed a partisan bill that
would allow Colorado to
join a pact of eleven other
states (including the District
of Columbia) that plans to
rewrite electoral law in order to protect their electoral
votes. A few of these states
include Hawaii, Maryland,
and New Jersey. In total,
the pact itself consists of 172
votes, which is 98 short of
an electoral victory, according to The Hill. The Hill also
reports that the pact would
only go into effect if “there
are enough… votes to influence the final Electoral College vote tally.”
The bill will allow Colorado
to only distribute their electoral votes to the candidate
who wins the popular vote.
According to the Denver
Post, the bill passed the state
senate in January “without a
single Republican voting for
it.”
During the floor debate,
the issue of legality within
the constraints of the constitution was brought up.
Constitutional lawyer Jenna Ellis cited three specific
problems with the bill: (1) it
would violate the “compact
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

WORLD BANK REPORT ON GENDER
INEQUALITY UNDER THE LAW
by Ian Banks
Last month, the World Bank
published the 2019 edition of
their Women, Business, and
the Law report (WBL). This
report is an annual assessment
of the legal treatment of women under law as it relates to
business opportunities in 187
economies.
Starting in 2009, the WBL’s
goal has been to “collect
unique data on the laws and
regulations that restrict women’s economic opportunities.”
The foundation of the WBL
report is a 35-question assessment of the protections and
equality of men and women
under the law.
These 35 questions are sorted
into 8 categories that affect
women and their working
lives. These categories include

things such as Going Places,
which examines travel restrictions, Getting Married, which
measures legal constraints
related to marriage, Having
Children, which assesses laws
related to women’s work after
having children, and others.
Briefly, here is how the assessment questions are transformed into a quantitative
tool. Within each category, a
question is treated as a binary,
yes/no. The fraction of yes answers to total questions in each
category are represented as a
number out of 100. This is the
individual category score. The
average of the 8 category scores
forms the overall score out of
100 for a specific economy. In
other words, if a country has
1 no out of the 4 questions in
the Getting Paid category, the
category score for that country
for Getting Paid is 75.

With this basic background
we can dig into the statistics. Only 6 countries scored
a 100 for their overall score.
These are Belgium, Denmark,
France, Latvia, Luxembourg,
and Sweden. The average in
OECD high income countries
(a World Bank category for the
richest countries in the world)
was 93.54. The region with the
highest average was Europe
and Central Asia at 84.70. The
United States scored just below
this at 83.75. The lowest scoring region was the Middle East
& Africa at 47.37. Notably low
scores included Saudi Arabia
at 25.63, and the United Arab
Emirates and the Sudan which
were both at 29.38. The global
average was 74.71.
This tenth edition of the report
highlights the various reforms
that have happened over the
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past decade in the 187 economies examined. The key findings of the report are not just
the assessment of inequalities
under the law but the effects of
making improvements upon
gender equality as it relates to
business. The global average
in 2009 was 70.06. This means
that there has been a 4.65 point
increase on average across the
globe. This has been fueled by
274 reforms in 131 economies.
This is the same as saying that
on average, each economy reformed two data points. In
economies that had reforms
which improved equality of
opportunity, female participa-

tion in the workforce increased
by more than 3 times the rate
of non-reforming economies.
The International Monetary
Fund and other organizations
have shown that increased female workforce participation
leads to many other positive
economic outcomes (a full list
of the effects of the economic
empowerment of women is
available at unwomen.org).
The WBL report offers an opportunity to assess the impact
of legislation upon the activCONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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SHAWN ROCKWELL ON FOOD AND
INTENTIONALITY
by Esther Pruitt
Shawn Rockwell pushes his
brown hair beneath his dark
grey chef cap and turns his
eyes towards the line of students before him who are avidly avoiding eye contact. The
students of Covenant College
seem indifferent to the beads
of sweat that come with the
post of standing over a set
of burners for hours on end.
But Rockwell is set on breaking through the barrier of the
sneeze guard that stands between cook and consumer.
“How are you guys doing today?” He has a kind, clear
speech—attributed to his West
Coast upbringing. The closest
student mutters something
through a shy smile, suddenly
growing more attentive to the
dish Rockwell is preparing for
him. Rockwell’s movements
become more intentional and
are, at times, paired with an
explanation for the dish’s assembly. His engagement with

the student has not only invited conversation, but has also
welcomed a stranger to join in
on his craft.
Food has served as Rockwell’s
medium for connecting with
others since he was 9 years old.
Rockwell’s first time over the
stove was under the instruction of his single mother. He
was trained to prepare dishes like Hamburger Helper so
that he and his younger brother would be equipped to eat
during her double work shifts
as a travel agent and waitress.
Rockwell quickly labels this
woman as his deepest source
of influence. “My mom was
such a hard worker, doing everything she could to provide
for me and my little brother”
he said.
He explains that her contagious value for intentional
work is what brought Shawn
to Covenant College in January 2018, and further, her very

spirit was reflected in his own
work ethic, leading to a promotion to part-time management 8 months later in September 2018.
Rockwell’s responsibilities in
his management role stretch
from keeping track of expiration dates to helping with the
dishes alongside the interns.
But Rockwell’s favorite thing
to do is to help out up front.
“I just tell kids to have a good
night and it seems like when
I acknowledge them, they are
more likely to give a review or
engage with the staff, but if you
don’t say anything, they will
just walk out.”
Another aspect of the job requires Rockwell to get a sense
for the favorite dishes. The student body changes every year
and so does the food that is
most popular: “some classes
like pork, or salad—others are
just big eaters.”

On Rockwell’s rounds through
the dining hall, he surveys the
empty trays on buffet lines
and keeps track of which food
items were most popular.
Rockwell will also stand by
the dish pit and ask students
how they liked the food. Not
only does he want to know
their opinion on the dishes offered that day, but he also likes
to keep an eye on the plates
they set on the conveyor belt
that carries dishes behind the
kitchen to be washed.
“Sometimes it seems weird
because there will be a whole
plate of food on the conveyor
belt. You see a lot of that. But
I get it, y’know sometimes
you’re just not as hungry as
you thought you would be.
But it’s hard for us to keep all
of the stations full, so there is
a lot of waste when all we have
to figure out how much food to
prepare is just based off of last
year’s numbers.”
Rockwell’s hope is to install a
sort of feedback system where
students can offer suggestions
for new dishes or vote on
which meals have been their
favorites. He wants to see more
honest conversation between
students and staff in order to
provide the best experience for
everyone.
The marriage between food
and intentionality has not been
evident only in Rockwell’s time
at Covenant College. Prior to
his hiring in January, he had
worked in Washington state at
two different nursing homes
before moving with his wife
to Alabama in 2018. Rockwell
draws on his experience from
one particular nursing home
called Brookdale.
“For a lot of people this was the
last place they’d be staying. So I
wanted to make them feel special, feel seen. I would cater the
food in a specific way if they
asked for it or if their mom had
made the dish a certain way, I
would try to recreate it.”
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ELECTORAL LAWS
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clause” found within Article
I, Section 10 of the constitution that states that no state
shall enter a pact without
congressional consent. (2)
Electoral law will be dramatically altered without a constitutional amendment. (3)
The bill could interfere with
the 12th Amendment, which
gives power to the Congress
if neither candidate reaches
270 electoral votes.
According to The Washington Post, the bill was introduced by Colorado Democrats after Donald Trump’s
victory in the 2016 election,
citing Trump’s loss in the
popular vote. After the election, many pundits also indicated Hillary Clinton’s larger popular vote numbers,

sparking conversation on
the Electoral College’s role in
American politics. State Representative Jeni Arndt makes
this case by claiming that the
bill will “[enfranchise] every
single American.”
According to the Washington Post, the GOP argues
that smaller states will receive the brunt of the bill.
The Electoral College was
designed to keep the smaller
states from getting “trampled
when it comes to choosing a
president,” as stated in The
Washington Post. In defense
of the Electoral College, Republican State Representative Lori Saine told the legislature before the votes that
“our founders feared tyranny
of the majority. In our electoral college, our smaller
states still have a say.” One of
the Democratic arguments

for the bill, according to
the Denver Post, is to force
candidates to campaign for
votes in other solidly red/
blue states such as Texas or
even California.
The Washington Post states
that Ray Haynes, a former
state legislature for California and former chairman for
“the conservative American
Legislative Exchange Council,” lobbied for the bill.
This would be the only sign
of bipartisanship from the
right for the bill. Also according to The Post, Haynes
was welcomed with a “cold
response” from other Colorado Republicans concerning the bill. Haynes explains
that other conservatives understand “the basic concept
of the bill,” and that “[conservatives] think that every
vote in every state in every

There was one particular memory Rockwell had of an older
woman who once mentioned
a favorite childhood tradition,
“This woman told me her mom

election matters.” According to CBS News, State Rep.
Lori Sane predicts that “intra-state lawsuits would be
filed calling into question
the state’s rules on how they
conduct elections.”
This is not the first time the
issue of the popular vote was
brought to the conversation. After the 2000 election
between Democratic Presidential Nominee and former Vice President Al Gore
and President George Bush,
the National Popular Vote
campaign was launched,
sparking a national conversation on the legitimacy and
role of the electoral college,
which continues to this day
through the type of bill Colorado has just passed.

made her two blueberry muffins every Saturday morning
when she was a girl. So when
I heard that story, every Saturday that woman would get two
blueberry muffins. No one else
did. This was special for her,
and I wanted her to feel seen.
And man, her face would just
light up every time.”
Rockwell speaks fondly of his
time working in front of others
because he can see how much
his intentionality changes their
interactions with him and even
improves the person’s day.
“That’s been one of my favorite
parts about working at Covenant” Rockwell mused, “when
people treat me like I’m one of
their friends and they notice
me or ask me questions, that
makes my day better too.”
Rockwell recalled a particular interaction with a student
who approached him once his
promotion had become common-knowledge. “This kid
came up to me and said he had
been talking with his roommate the night before about
my promotion. They were happy for me but were upset because they thought this would
mean that I couldn’t work on
the Create station anymore
and so they told me it wasn’t a
good idea to take the job.”
Rockwell’s value of engagement and intentionality has influenced the way he views others, but its impact is greatest
on his love of cooking. “People
always say that the secret ingredient is love, right? But it’s
true! You can give two people the same ingredients for a
taco and they can create two
completely different tacos. It’s
about how you stir the meat,
cook it—it matters if you care.”
For Rockwell, it is extremely
important to build community
around quality food. Not only
does food offer an excellent
platform for conversation, but
the care he puts into its making and the attention he shows
its receiver are vital in Rockwell’s efforts to make people
feel seen.

FACULTY
QUOTE
“Fortnite is bad for your
soul. Not just because
you have to explain to
Jesus what you did for six
hours.”

- Dr. Davis
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WORLD BANK
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ity of women in the workforce
and provides data to examine
the change in these trends
over time. This is particularly poignant for the Covenant
College community as it ties
directly into the work being
done through the Faculty Lecture Series on Sex and Gender.
It reminds us that whatever we
talk about in class or chapel,
gender is a lived experience
that shapes the world around
us.
The WBL report is available at
https://wbl.worldbank.org/en/
reports
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management helped equip her
to take on the role of Associate
Director.
“She has been wonderful in
providing support, accountability, structure, training, and
a voice and a listening ear for
the Admissions Counselors”
Voyles said. “She loves her staff
and is a person of deep conviction and faith.”
Hirte left her job at Unum as
a Service Specialist in the Ask
Unum department to take this
position. She spoke highly of
her time at Unum and said
they modeled examples of
great leadership management
that she hopes to bring with
her back to Covenant.
“I’m so thankful I had the opportunity to go elsewhere and
have a different experience,
but I was so excited to come
back to a place that I want to
see succeed and that I want to
see the people here well cared
for,” Hirte said. “So when I saw
there was an opportunity for
me to come back and do that,
it felt like answering a call.”
Hirte said that for the remainder of the year, the office plans
to focus on doing the best they
can to recruit fit students to
the college with the applicants
they have.
“We are expecting a smaller
class, and that is not a result
of the Admissions Counselors’
work, [but] of what’s been happening in admissions” Hirte
said.
One of Hirte’s main goals is
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rebuilding a lot of current systems to ensure a stronger future for the admissions office.
“There’s a lot of work to do,
but I have been very impressed
by the Admissions Counselor team, by our support staff,
by our visit staff, and all of the
sustained energy that they carry into each day,” Hirte said.
“They have passion for Covenant and for seeing it succeed.
They have gone through a lot
and still have passion that carries them through.”
Currently, there are six fulltime ACs and two ACs with
a quarter load of students.
Tim Mahla and David Gambrell, who had both previously
served as ACs in Covenant Admissions, returned part-time
around the same time Hirte
returned to help recruit students for the upcoming year.
She said they both have treated
their quarter load of students
like rock stars, which has been
a great asset to the office.
Hannah Tippens (‘18) and
Anne Fuller (‘18) both joined
the team as full-time ACs the
first full week after Christmas.
“That was my third or fourth
week on the job, so it was very
quick,” Hirte said. “It was a
huge answer to prayer that the
Lord provided two incredible
candidates mid-year when we
didn’t know who we would
get.”
Hirte expects to hire at least
one other AC position within
the next few months, but the
Admissions Office has not set a
date to release the application
yet. The other current ACs are
Erik Vitolins (‘15), Zach Plating (‘16), Sarah Erickson (‘17),

Assistant Vice President for Enrollment Management
Brad Tomas, photo from linkedin.com

and Ian Webb (‘17).
“You can just see their care in
their work,” Hirte said in regards to the AC team. “Their
efforts are at an all-time high.
They feel the pressures of
needing to recruit a class, but
I have just been so impressed
and humbled by them constantly. Not only do they have
a passion to keep going, but
they are continuously bringing
new ideas to the table on how
we can do things better.”
Hirte hopes to continue growing the staff care and development side of her job. “My goals
for the staff development side
are to really care well for them
in a way that helps to capitalize
on their skills, their giftedness,
and their passions,” Hirte said.
This includes her vision to implement a professional development program for the ACs,
which would involve establishing a trajectory of growth
while they are employed at
Covenant to help provide professional mentorship opportunities and for their individual
personal goals to be realized.
Since the Admissions Office is
committed to hiring Covenant
graduates as the best recruiters
for the college with personal
experience, Hirte sees this as
another opportunity to further
grow and develop Covenant
students.
On March 11th, Brad Tomas
started his first day at Covenant as the new Assistant Vice
President for Enrollment Management. His role includes
overseeing the Admissions
and Financial Aid departments. Tomas reports directly
to Voyles and has a seat on the

Associate Director of Admissions Claire Hirte, photo
from covenant.edu

cabinet, which will give him a
voice in regards to the college’s
directional matters.
“I am really excited about the
team we have over there now,”
Voyles said. “I am most excited
about the impacts of having a
stable, full team and the new
initiatives we are hoping to
build.”
Tomas comes to Covenant
from his role as the Assistant
Dean of Admissions at Samford University in Birmingham, AL, where he has worked
in the admissions department
for twelve years. Over the last
seven years, Samford’s incoming class has grown by 25%.
“I believe he is the most experienced admissions person we
have ever hired at the college,
certainly with respect to undergrad admissions,” Halvorson said.
Tomas brings experience from
serving as an AC and as a direct manager of other ACs. He
also has done data analytics
and predictive modeling for
admissions along with coordinating marketing for admissions purposes. “He has a lot of
experience both on the recruiting side and on the admissions
operations and management
side,” Halvorson added. “We
are really excited about that.”
Halvorson and Hirte said that
they were encouraged that the
references of both the people
working above him and those
reporting directly below him
spoke highly of his character
and abilities.
Likewise Voyles said that he
enjoyed hearing Tomas’ passion for his work during the
interview process. “I was really encouraged to talk to his
references to hear from those
who both managed him and
worked for him,” Voyles said.
“This only encouraged me
further that he would be a
good teammate, manager, and
would care well for his employees.”
Voyles continued that although Tomas will face a
learning curve as he adjusts to
Covenant, he will offer a fresh
set of eyes on how Covenant
is doing admissions from his
experience at another successful academic institution.
Tomas and his family were active members of a PCA church

in Birmingham, so he is not
entirely unfamiliar with Covenant’s distinctive commitments and culture.
Looking forward, Voyles is
excited to see how the Lord
faithfully grows the work being done in Admissions. “It
is interesting to consider Admissions as sort of this agricultural enterprise, where it’s
important that you plant seeds
at a certain time and you nurture and you water, but you are
ultimately trusting the Lord to
bring the yield and growth in
that,” Voyles said. “This is all a
part of what we are doing right
now, rebuilding our systems
and structures to make sure we
are planting seeds at the right
time and that we are nurturing
the growth as we rebuild.”
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WINTER WEATHER WINDING
DOWN AT COVENANT
by Suzannah Guthmann
The record amount of rain late
2018 and continuing into 2019
has led to complications on
Lookout Mountain and down
in Chattanooga. According to
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), 2018 was the13th
wettest year for the city recorded with 67.01 inches of
rain. Though too soon to tell,
it does appear that 2019 could
continue that record, with 18
inches of rain already reported
by Weather Underground.
On top of the visible effect on
campus such as the surplus of
dripping raincoats, the leaking
Chapel ceiling, and the horrific ruining of brand new Converses, there are more pressing

outcomes outside our campus
as well. Heavy rainfall can lead
to mudslides, such as the one
seen on Signal Mountain that
flattened a Subway fast food
restaurant on February 23rd.
According to Dr. Heath Garris, the Associate Professor of
Biology at Covenant, the mudslide was likely caused by the
unstable, super saturation of
the ground.

event only prevented by the
TVA network of dams. Before
the TVA put dams in place,
Chattanooga was extremely
prone to flooding. The city was
submerged during the Civil War in 1867. According to
TVA statistics, their reservoirs
can hold 3.6 trillion gallons of
water and prevents an average
of $260 million in flood damages each year.

Allan Diegan, a meteorologist in Morristown, TN, came
to the same conclusion in
a Chattanooga Times Free
Press (CTFP) article and also
warned of likely flooding due
to the rainfall. The National
Weather Service reported that
the Tennessee River was within six inches of flooding, an

Another impact of the weather
is seasonal affective disorder
(SAD), escalated by the lack
of sunlight caused by the fog.
“Low winter lighting causes your brain to release more
melatonin (the chemical that
makes you sleepy), causing
you to lack energy,” said Dr.
Manjooran in an article by

Rose Hayes with Sharecare.
With low winter lighting causing an increase in melatonin,
the heavy fog and rain clouds
Covenant experiences could
heighten the possibility of experiencing seasonal affective
disorder.
SAD is a sort of depression
that comes and goes with the
weather. Healthline outlines
the symptoms of the disorder
as brain fog, a persistent sad
mood, feeling exhausted all the
time, a loss of interest in things
that usually bring you joy, feelings of worthlessness and guilt,
and suicidal thoughts.
One way to combat SAD is to
get as much natural light as
possible. A way to do this in
the winter months is via the
use of happy lamps, which produce the same type of light as
sunlight. Each RD on campus
has one that can be borrowed,
but they also can be found for
as low as $20 on Amazon.

In addition to the mental aspect, lack of sunlight has a
physical impact as well. It is
advised to get 10-15 minutes
of sunlight a day at the very
least to trigger your body’s
production of Vitamin D, improve brain function, protect
against inflammation, as well
as the seemingly obvious effect
of weight loss and strengthening. Activities done in sunlight, such as running, biking,
and other activities are incredibly beneficial to health.
As the month of March counts
down to the first day of Spring
on March 20th, there will still
be rain and fog to combat in a
fight for health.
The National Suicide Prevention Lifeline is 1-800-2738255.
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SENATE NEWSLETTER
What has Senate been doing?
•

•

Dr. Nelson, Director of Institutional Research, and Lorette Mathe presented the results of the Racial and Ethnic Climate Survey to Student Senate. You can learn about
the survey results from a summary posted
across from the mailroom, in a link sent
to you via email, or by asking your Senator
about it!
On March 14th, Student Senators attended
committee meetings of Covenant’s Board
of Trustees— summaries of those meetings
and what Senators found interesting will be
coming your way soon!

Maclellan Residents - Come to Mac for coffeehouse vibes on Friday, March 29 from 7:009:00 pm for Music, Art, and Coffee - Hannah
Groenendyk

Carter Residents - Carter just had their event,
Kellogg’s and Karaoke with students from all
over campus for a fun night of singin’ and cereal.
- Mary Peyton Vardell

Keep Your Eyes Open For:

Junior Class - All students, stayed tuned for details about an upcoming clothing drive - we will
be benefiting a local charity with your donations
of worn but in good condition clothes! - Caroline
Hulting

Spring Formal - March 22nd, 8:30-11pm, Hunter
Art Museum

Senior Class - We had our coffee and donuts
fundraising event on Wednesday, Feb. 26th and
have reached over 40% of our goal for the senior
class gift! - Becky Bush
Hall Cup Standings - Andreas 575, Founders
525, Carter 475, Mac 450

Senate Open House - March 18th, 5-6 pm, grab a
snack and talk to your Senator!

Senate Elections
Debates : March 25th, 7:15pm, TBD
Elections: March 26th & 27th, 7am-7pm, check
email!
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COME HOME LEBRON
by Nate Plating
LeBron James has not missed
the playoffs in the previous 13
seasons. His first two seasons
in the NBA are the only two
in which he failed to make the
postseason. His streak of 13 is
second among active players,
with Tony Parker holding the
top spot with 17 consecutive
post-seasons, and one postseason away from being 10th alltime in consecutive postseasons, a list led by John Stockton
and Karl Malone and their 19
consecutive playoffs. The last
time LeBron did not make the

playoffs, Shaun Livingston,
who has yet to hone his unstoppable mid-range jumper,
and Andre Iguodala, who still
had hair, were just joining the
league as rookies. The last time
LeBron didn’t make the Finals,
Steph Curry was a rookie. So,
it’s been a while. But finally,
in his 34th year of life and his
16th season in the NBA, the
King’s streak is in jeopardy in
a way it never before has been.
66 games into the season, the
Los Angeles Lakers are 30-36,
seven games behind the 8 seed
San Antonio Spurs. In their

first nine games out of the
All-Star break, the Lakers are
2-7, losing five straight games.
FiveThirtyEight has given
them a less than 1% chance of
making the playoffs.
But why is this season different
than seasons past? Sure, the
Lakers aren’t really good this
year. But the 2017-18 Cavs also
were not that good, and LeBron carried them to the Finals.
This year LeBron leads the
Lakers in each of the three major statistical categories, averaging 27 ppg, 8 rpg, and 8 apg.
Last year on the Cavs he averaged 27 ppg, 8 rpg, and 9 apg.
Sure, he had the help of Kevin
Love, who did miss 21 games
due to a hand fracture. But this

year he has Kyle Kuzma’s 19
ppg and used to have Brandon
Ingram and Lonzo Ball until
they were recently sidelined
for the rest of the season due
to injuries. But what’s different this year? What changed
from King James dragging J.R.
Smith and the burning dumpster fire that was the 2017-18
Cleveland Cavaliers all the
way to the NBA Finals, to now
not even being able to bring a
team of young, up-and-coming could be stars into the first
round of the playoffs? Cleveland, that’s what changed.
LeBron is hardly the man he
was without Ohio behind him.
Sure, he’s still really good—
maybe the best ever. But he

still needs something to play
for, and his teammates need a
common goal to buy into the
LeBron James way. And without the driving force that is
the desperation of Cleveland
sports fans—now less desperate, but certainly not still
satisfied—LeBron James has
nothing to play for. It’s time
to demand a trade for Jordan
Clarkson and Cedi Osman
and join forces with whichever
Duke player Cleveland drafts
next year (or Anthony Bennett-esque sleeper pick), and
go for another Larry O’Brien—
making us all forget about the
disappointment that this year
has turned out to be.
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THE GOOD, THE BAD,
AND THE PETTY
by Will Kirkpatrick
After a week of rest and recreation, it’s time to get back
into the flow of school and
methodical habits like reading
my the Good, the Bad, and the
Petty article. So here ya go:
Good
ICE TRAE YOUNG GANG.
All aboard the bandwagon
of this rookie sensation. Everyone seemingly counted
Trae Young as a bust after
the Hawks traded their pick,
which would turn into Luka
Doncic, in exchange for Young
and a future first. Trae is proving these haters wrong with
every 35 foot bomb from the
logo and icy crossover on the
other teams best defender. He
is putting up monster numbers
alongside Hawks bigman John
Collins. In the past two weeks
he averaged around 23 points
per game and shot the three
ball at a 43% clip in the month
of February. He’s been balling

with a few monster outbursts
of 35 plus points. He also got
tossed in a game against the
Bulls which I’ll talk about later.
James Harden and Giannis
are so much better than everyone else this season it isn’t
even fair. Poor Paul George is
having what will likely be the
best season of his career only
to not win the MVP award in
the end. Sad.
Bad
The Lakers. LeBron James injured his hip in the Christmas
Day game against the Warriors
and that essentially ended the
playoff aspirations of the Lakers for this season. They went
on a gross 5 game losing streak
right when they needed to
make that last push. The Lakers missing the postseason will
mark the first time since LeBron’s rookie season that he will
miss the playoffs. They also lost
their second best player Bran-

don Ingram in a scary blood
clot situation in his shoulders.
They shut down point guard
Lonzo Ball for the season recently as well to mend his injured ankle. They stunk all year
and LeBron’s extended absence
really sealed their fate.
Petty
Speaking of Trae Young, after
scoring nearly 50 on the Chicago Bulls a few nights prior,

his great scoring form continued in the first half of Sunday’s
rematch. He had close to twenty points before being unfairly
ejected from the game. Bulls
point guard Kris Dunn was
so fed up with Trae dropping
35 foot tater shots on his head
that he started talking a ton of
trash. Ice Trae responded by
dropping another logo shot
from outer space all over Kris’s
40-year-old head and staring

him down into oblivion. I love
this part of the NBA. I love the
trash talk, the stare downs, and
the Shawn Kemp poster-andpoints. The NBA is trying really hard to take all of that out.
Trae Young was given his second technical of the night after simply staring at a man he
just tater shot and I have major
beef with that.
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PROFILE ON MORTY

by Roy Uptain

This is how Professor Jeff Morton—just “Morty” to those
who know him—teaches students how to paint: He comes
into the studio on time (which
is not true for several members
of the class). He wears low-top
hiking shoes with paint spots
on them, loose fitting ashe
colored carpenter’s pants that
reinforce his sturdy build, a
knit sweater, and a soft felt cap
perched far back on his head.
To protect his clothes and carry his pencils and brushes, he
wears a black apron smeared
and spattered with streaks of
paint. His gray-rimmed glasses accentuate his often knitted
brow, and the gray and white
stubble on his balding dome
gives him, at times, a prickly demeanor. But his scowl
is merely an externalization
of deep thought, and quickly
dissolves into a wry smile. His
classes reflect his character—
in addition to painting, a single
class period might include a
short discussion on the French
postmodern philosopher Jean
Baudrillard over freshly baked
doughnuts coupled with the
music of his favorite band, The
War on Drugs. Morty makes
sure that art at Covenant isn’t
just about technique. It’s about
making something out of the
world around us—out of the
place in which we find ourselves.
Incidentally, place is the subject of the Christ and Culture
lecture Morty delivers on a
yearly basis. At first, it can be
hard to see how this abstract
concept fits in with all the other
subjects that seem so critically
timed to give students a framework for the issues of the day.
President Halvorson speaks on
the dangers of technology and
the need for unmediated dia-

logue. Dr. Vos lectures on the
objectification of women in
corporate advertising. Professor Corbett expounds upon the
decadence of the US consumer
culture. But Morty talks about
place. And he talks about art.
By addressing the creation of
and reactions to public sculpture, Morty is able to address
the social, psychological, and
even political implications of
the spaces we study, live, and
work in.
Take our campus here on
Lookout Mountain. In all of
the advertising pamphlets and
brochures, Covenant looks
like paradise on earth. The sun
is always shimmering lightly on the leaves and the grass
always looks like golf course
turf. Drones are used to capture the perfect aerial image of
the campus layout. But going
to school here doesn’t always
feel like paradise.
During his lecture Morty references the work of Elizabeth
Tubergen (‘08), whose art SIP
included a video of a woman in a trench coat holding a
black umbrella and wandering
around in a circle in thick fog.
The physical fog that so thickly
envelopes the school mirrors
the mental fog that can occur
when one is presented with
new ideas or conflicting information. The action of directionless wandering produces
in the viewer the same anxiety
faced by many seniors contemplating life after college. But in
his lecture, Morty makes sure
to draw attention back to the
paradoxical combination of
criticism and belief. “Our students look for forms of unity
and coherence while living
here,” he says. “They should
not give up trying to find it,
even though our attempts to
create unity are at times filled

with brokenness and disappointment.” Morty makes sure
that sentiment is lived out in
the art department through
the creation of art.
Now back to our painting
class. As soon as Morty has
collected easel, canvas, paints
and props, he checks to see if
the class has reached “critical
mass.” Then the demonstration begins. “Today we are going to be painting a still life,”
he announces. He has already
shown us how to stretch, gesso, and prime our canvases.
He has us gather behind him
as he stands in front of his easel contemplating a bowl of
lemons casting a shadow on a
red brick. Then he begins to
mix his colors. First he mixes
a daub of titanium white with
a bit of burnt umber and just
a fleck of ultramarine. Then he
dips his brush in a mason jar
filled with a golden liquid and
lathers it into his pigments.
Now that he has added a mixture of linseed oil and mineral
spirits to his paints, they take
on the consistency of melted
butter. He loads his brush with
paint and turns to his canvas.
He begins by drawing the contour of the bowl and the lemons. He moves quickly and
describes his choices as he
goes. “Draw the entire lip of
the bowl, even where it goes
behind the lemons. You can always paint over it later, but for
now you must make sure you
understand the form.” As he
constructs his underdrawing
he accentuates the relationships between the lemons and
the bowl, the bowl and the table, the table and the brick. In a
matter of minutes he translates
the still life objects onto his
canvas. “At this point I’m not
that worried about precision,”
he instructs, “I can come back

and redefine my objects as I
add layers of color.” Over consecutive class periods he adds
to his initial canvas showing
how to layer complimentary
colors to create volume and
depth resulting in a tangible
sense of atmosphere and light.
The piece is never “finished” in
a traditional academic sense,
but it has a rough and ready
immediacy about it that is inspiring.
These demonstration pieces
offer a striking compliment to
his meticulous painted canvases displayed in a recent month
long show at the Creative Art-

ist’s Guild in Dalton, GA. He
refers to these as his “forever
paintings” because he builds
them up, layer upon detailed
layer for weeks, sometimes
months. These paintings of
fields of kudzu are displayed
along with detailed pencil
sketches, large charcoal drawings of kudzu roots, and large
pieces of raw canvas covered
with the spray painted outline of kudzu leaves and vines.
Besides showing a impressive
range of skills, these pieces
demonstrate Morty’s obsessive investigation of the place
in which he lives, teaches, and
thrives.

WOMEN IN FRAMES
by Ellie Brown
We cannot look with grace, just with complaint.
We think that “You are all and I am not.”
Repent, repent, o image bearers and saints.
Harsh eyes dissect and parse our bodies, break them down, then try to reassemble them, resemble some
ideal, something that isn’t real.
We cannot look with grace, just with complaint.
Never the same, never enough.
How, how do I repent, when I
am the one who has been wronged? It seems
like it should be easier for them to repent
of unfaithfully looking than it is for me
to repent of unbelief because
I have been unfaithfully looked at.
We think that “You are all and I am not.”
Never the same, never enough.
I’ve been framed
by what the world deems beautiful,
the gaze of others continually penetrating my veneer.
I’m stuck in a cage,
created by false-hearted eyes,
violated, again and again,
by something I don’t want to believe.
Repent, repent, o image bearers and saints.
Never the same, never enough.
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A “SUCKER” FOR THE
JONAS BROTHERS’
REUNION
by Hallie-Blair Quatro
On March 1st, 2019, our teenage dreams came back to life.
May we never forget this glorious day where hearts and early
2000’s boy bands were reunited at last.
After 6 years of silence (except for some engagement
announcements for Joe and
Nick), the well-known and
loved Jonas Brothers are back
with their new single, “Sucker.” The song was produced
by Ryan Tedder of the band
OneRepublic, along with
Frank Dukes under Republic

Records. “Sucker” was written
by the three brothers themselves (Kevin, Joe, and Nick)
along with Ryan Tedder, Frank
Dukes, and Louis Bell. If you
haven’t yet gotten the chance
to listen to the *new single,
expect an upbeat, fun, playful
if not repetitive tune featuring
ever-present high notes from
Nick and some nice whistling
from Kevin. The single could
also be a more mature version
of the band’s popular past single, “Burnin’ Up” with lyrics
like “I’m feelin’ heat in December when you’re ‘round me.”
And let us not disregard the
amazingly boujee music video

PRIMARY COLORS
by Ellie Brown

The night before, it snowed another foot
and all of us were eager to go sled.
My dad had found a new way to go down
our hill, and sailed past, whooping as he went.
I made my mind up, I would try it too.
The ride filled me with joy and pride, for I
was fearless. And then I hit our property line.
A wire fence, with barbs that had been hiding.
My lip split, moment of impact seared in my mind.
I hung, trapped. My boots were yellow, my coat, soft blue,
scarlet, my blood against the blinding snow.
My dad, he raced to me in a panic, unhooked
me, carried me to the car. We drove fast, reached
the hospital in record time. The shot,
the pain, before the numbing is the worst
I’ve ever felt. Four stitches, now a scar
where I was caught by the barb, the shape of a fishhook.
They say it was my scarf that saved my life.
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that was released for the single on February 28, 2019. The
video features Joe’s bride-to-be
Sophie Turner along with the
wives of Nick and Kevin, Priyanka Chopra and Danielle Jonas. Filmed in Hatfield House
in Hertfordshire, England, this
music video is very reminiscent of Taylor Swift’s “Blank
Space” music video, or even
the recent film “The Favourite”.
This is because of its bright,
extravagant colors and outfits,
courtyard tea parties, random
animals, and family portraits.
I mean, the music video basically has everything you could
want: bunnies, fencing, corgis,
creepy butlers, and someone
trying to eat a bush. What’s
not to love? You too have the
chance to enjoy 3 minutes and
19 seconds of Jonas Brothers
royalty.
At first listen/watch, I was impressed with both the single
and the accompanying music
video. Needless to say, my inner 13-year old Jonas Brothers
fan was satisfied by the catchy
tune and positive family vibes
going on in the video. They
have stayed true to their signature boy band sound, but

photo from independent.co.uk

allowed themselves to mature
a little bit farther in the overall
vibe and sounds of this song
(well.. As much as you can
mature while taking bubble
baths in your garden and having tea parties with your wife).
I am proud to say that I could
not choose a definitive favorite brother after watching this
music video. They all three do
an equally fantastic job.

album (*thirteen year old me
dies*). In the meantime, you
can relive the good old days
by listening to any of the Jonas Brothers’ past four albums.
With over 60 songs in their
repertoire, they’re like Taylor
Swift but without all the breakup songs (sorry, Joe). Commence all of the fangirling and
constantly checking Spotify to
see if they add more singles!

So, what are the brothers up
to now? They’ve been most
recently seen on the Late Late
Show with James Corden, but
keep your eyes open for a fifth

**Disclaimer: this song is EXTREMELY catchy and you
may end up hating/loving it.

Photography by ellie brown, nina grauley, and will payne
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The Campus Stewardship Committee is hosting Covenant’s second annual
Earth Day Art Show—an opportunity for student artists to showcase their
work reflecting on the relationship between humanity and creation.

The 2019 Earth Day Art Show is themed Praxis: Preeminence in Creation. This
show seeks pieces that engage with the voice God has given to His creation,
exploring both the human experience and the condition of the natural world.

All art mediums welcome. Contact stewardshipcommittee@covenant.edu for a proposal form.
Piece Proposal Deadline: April 5.
Show: April 12-13
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BEIRUT, DERRIDA, AND
THE BEAUTY OF DOUBT
by Jag Williams
In Reformed circles doubt, it
seems, is considered more of
an existential problem rather
than a truth problem. In other words, doubt is seen as a
problem with an individual
and not the doctrinal beliefs
associated with their community. Through various cultural,
ideological, political, or even
theological pressures, doubt
can arise in the person and
cause them to be a little less
uncertain about the thing they
really ought to believe with
certainty. The problem is not
in the thing that is truthful;
the problem is in the individual that cannot quite obtain to
the weight of the thing’s forceful truthfulness due to other
factors. This is a quite logical
conclusion if we begin with the
doctrine of the fall. Truth exists
and humanity, in its fallen nature, cannot believe with certainty at all times the realities
of truth because our cognitive,
emotional, and God-sensing
capabilities are skewed. In the
final resurrection, our existential doubts will be relieved as
we are sanctified completely in
the New Heavens and the New
Earth. Doubt is existential, and

doubt will go away. Reasonable
enough.
Yet, I do want to suggest a
slightly different narrative to
the story of doubt. What if,
rather than just considering
it an existential problem, we
attach doubt to the doctrinal beliefs themselves. When
asked about the emphasis on
instrumentals in their music
by NPR, the bandleader for
Beirut, Zach Condon, said that
“It’s not so much about lyrics
being completely pointless or
meaningless. But when I fall
in love with the song, I fall in
love with the timbre and harmonies and melody...I get this
feeling that sometimes that
lyrics almost force the song
back to Earth or something.”1
When I listen to Condon and
his music, I experience what
he is talking about. His songs
are elusive; I find myself unable to capture both the lyrics
and the meaning of the song.
I am left just listening without
being able to predict what is
coming next; enjoying the moment by moment progress of
the music without being able
to control it. There is a beauty
1 https://www.npr.
org/2019/02/02/690893093/how-beirutszach-condon-escapes-to-find-his-focus.

SHOULD WE BE ANGRY
AT GOD?
by Kalyn Stang
I’ve heard it said everywhere.
From trusted people in the
church. At a Christian Conference. On Christian websites.
That idea that it’s okay to be
angry at God. That because He
can handle it, we should be encouraged to do it.
I understand that people, including myself, have gone
through some pretty tough

spots in life, and that sometimes it’s only natural to question why we have to go through
what we’re going through.
After all, wasn’t David pretty
open about his feelings in the
Psalms? And Job more than
ready to express his anger?
Moses had his moments. Jonah had his doubts. So why
not be angry at God?
Going back to the people in
the Bible, while David was

to my inability to control the
song because it leaves me open
to the possibility of being surprised again and again in ways
that might not be accessible if
I had a complete grasp on the
song and its meaning. That is,
if I had a sort of dominance
over the song that restricted
the meaning within what I expected of it.
The
French
philosopher
Jacques Derrida spoke of similar things long before Condon’s music and NPR interviews. In fact, Derrida was a
big fan of doubt (maybe too
much of a fan). He believed
that without a radical doubt,
we are left with “fundamental
immobility and reassuring certitude.”2 That is, we are left with
the primary means of control
over the meaning and truth
of the thing; growth is limited
and surprise is non-existent.
There is little room for what he
calls the “superabundance,” or
the extra-meaning/truth contained within the thing; little
room left because our expectations limit the possibility of
further disclosure ever coming
before us. The thing in question remains static, and possibly, harmfully static. As an
example, if I limit my understanding of “human flourishing” to economic issues, I will
drastically misrepresent both
2 Jacques Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and
Play in the Discourse of the Human
Sciences.”

open about his doubts, he concluded them with a resolve to
trust God (Psalm 38:15, 88:13,
etc.). After Job told God his
questions, God reminded him
Who it was that was there at
the creation of the world (Job
38:4-7). When Moses faltered
at the burning bush (Exodus
3), God prompted him to go
anyway, and God answered
Jonah’s anger with a “Is it right
for you to be angry…” (Jonah
4:9a, NKJV). Life is hard, and
the last thing I want to do is
minimize that, to say that people’s pain isn’t real. Because it
is. But the more I see people’s
pain, and my own, the more I
realize that the greatest comfort and peace that could ever

THE BACHELOR WATCH PARTIES AT
COVENANT COLLEGE?
by Elizabeth Reynolds
A strange phenomenon has
been occurring every Tuesday
night in Founder’s third lobby
this semester. “The Bachelor”
TV show seems to be quite
the event among some college
students at Covenant College.
Everyone gathers around as
we wait for the next episode of
drama to unfold.
In case you’re one of the few
people who doesn’t take part
in watching this program,
here’s a quick rundown of this
infamous show. A bachelor
starts the season off with a
group of thirty women, from
whom he must choose a wife.

Throughout many individual
and group dates in exotic locations, he slowly disposes of
contestants. The elimination
process of the show is what
makes it so emotionally demanding for the competitors.

motes everything we fear for
in our own romantic relationships. Not only that; we know
the model for love they portray doesn’t work. Only 1 couple out of the 23 seasons of the
show are still together.

I want to suggest that watching
“The Bachelor” isn’t necessarily a sin, but I do think it may
not be helpful for our souls in
the long run. Here are two reasons I think this:

Second, “The Bachelor” is unashamedly misogynistic. The
whole show revolves around
women desperately trying to
win the bachelor’s favor. It involves a parade of manipulativeness, fights, and back-stabbing. The show is set up in
such a way that all the women are hoping he’ll propose
to them in the end. It teaches
men that it’s okay to disrespect
a woman as long as she’s okay

First, “The Bachelor” warps
our idea of love and marriage.
We can’t promote commitment, purity, and loyalty when
we endorse promiscuity and
polyamory. The show pro-
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the heart of God and the imago
dei of others. Something that
the Western church was guilty
at for a good long time. Similarly, I think we can do this
with our doctrines if we attach
certainty to them and doubt to
ourselves. We don’t leave ourselves room for further disclosure or correction. Thus, I find
myself more attracted to the
narrative that doubt is both
attached to my individual concerns, and my doctrinal beliefs
(which, as a reminder, are also
attached to humans).
As a disclaimer, I do not believe that a proper view of
doubt excludes beliefs in doctrines such as the atonement,
divinity of Christ, etc., but it

does exclude a dominance of
what those things can mean.
It excludes, using the language
of Beirut and Derrida, “forcing
[total truth] back to Earth;” it
excludes a “fundamental immobility and reassuring certitude” about our convictions.
But, more beautifully and constructively, it invites the God
of all creation to speak in ways
and through agents that we
may have formally excluded.
I am not naive to think that
doubt is not dangerous, but
I am also not naive enough
to think that certainty is not
equally dangerous. So I am left
believing in the dangerous and
beautiful gift of doubt.

be found is rooted in trusting
and leaning on the God Who
is moved by love and compassion for us (Matthew 9:36),
and Who weeps with us when
we weep (Romans 12:15, John
11:35). I know no greater joy
than that inexplicable peace
which comes from leaning on
God after a time of deep sadness and trusting even when
we don’t understand. I’ve
learned that there’s great value in opening even the deepest, darkest parts of our hearts
to God in prayer, in knowing
that He sees it all\ anyway.
And that’s why I think that the
answer to life’s hardest questions, while it does involve being transparent about feelings

and emotions and doubts, is
not ultimately solved by being
angry at God, but by trusting
Him. Anger may be a step in
the process to work through.
Emotions are normal. But, if
you’ll allow me the freedom to
say this, we should never make
anger at God the final step,
because there’s no such thing
as true joy and peace until we
surrender in trust to the One
who gives those very things
freely. God is faithful. It’s only
when we let go of our anger
towards Him that we can fully
rest in that.

with it. Everything on-screen
is fabricated to portray women
as offensive stereotypes. The
crazy one, the virgin, the crybaby etc. The show is fundamentally anti-woman because
its success is based on whether
we, the viewers, like the bachelor and hate the women.

we turn a blind eye to imitations of the real thing and end
up abiding in replacements
that won’t end up fulfilling us.

I don’t want to be hypocritical
or judgmental in my attitude
towards this phenomenon, so
in lieu of seeming this way, I
want to confess. I’ve watched
every single episode of “The
Bachelor” this season. Not
only that, but I watched all of
last year’s season, too. *Phew.*
I’m glad to have that off my
chest.
I think the real reason so many
watch this show is because
we’re starving for real connection and community. Our
souls long to abide in community and when we can’t find it,

Don’t be angry. Trust.

I don’t think I have a one-sizefits-all answer for whether it’s
a sin to watch “The Bachelor.”
My hope is that you’re encouraged to be circumspect and be
considerate about what you
spend your time abiding in.
Ask yourself questions about
what you’re watching and why
you’re so drawn to it. What is
the most helpful thing to spend
your time doing? I’m praying
that we all find the community
and friendships that our souls
desire and that we can spurn
one another towards chasing
after Christ. “He has told you,
O man, what is good; and what
does the Lord require of you
but to do justice, and to love
kindness, and to walk humbly
with your God?” (Micah 6:8).

